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“Do not argue with an idiot. He
will drag you down to his level
and beat you with experience.”
-Disputed

The 12 Gifts of
Homecoming
Kay McMahon ~ Daily Bull

(We know it’s not 12 days to
Homecoming. Shut up and
enjoy.)
On the twelfth day of homecoming MTU gave to me:
Blizzard T. Husky!
Two parking tickets!
Three mat lab codes!
Four extra homeworks!
FIVVVVE IN CLASS EXAMSSS!
Six freshman-bitching!
Seven inch snowfall!
Eight teachers laughing!
Nine hobos chanting!
Ten class-a-skippings!
Eleven unexcused absences!
Twelve free stuffs!

Career Services Takes Offseason Holiday
by Liz Fujita ~ Azn Correspondent

With the fall career bonanza finally over,
the Career Services office currently looks
like a barren wasteland.
Cold fall wind whips through broken
windows, papers flutter off the shelves
like ash, and lights flicker ominously (like
in that movie where the murderer is
sneaking in the old abandoned motel
and the lead actress has no idea she’s
about to die OH MY GOD THERE HE IS).
A raccoon scavenges from Julie Way’s
trashcan. Jim Turnquist hasn’t emailed
anyone an internship opportunity in three
days. There is not a soul to be seen in
the office.
Without the career festival and with
no frenzied students looking for mock
interviews and help with their atrocious
resumes, the employees over in the Career Center have all gone on a tropical
holiday to “somewhere in the Caribbean,
as far as we know,” according to the
neighboring IPS office. “We just locked
the door and put some saran wrap over
it to keep the draft out of the building,”
said Darnishia Slade, IPS assistant director
and resident badass. “It sort of seems
like once all the panicked co-op seekers
were satisfied, everyone stopped going

to Career Services. Poof. Gone.”
The staff are reportedly alive and alltoo-well down in the tropics, enjoying
warm beaches and evening bonfire
sing-alongs. The University tried to contact them to see when (or if) they plan
to come back, but no one answered.
The Bull has dug up evidence, however,
that they might not be back until about
two weeks before the spring career
extravaganza.
“No one really thinks to do up their resume in advance,” chuckled Bull staffer
and Multiwordplace coach Brolivia
Zajac. “Students are such damn procrastinators that the career folks decided to
not waste their time hoping someone
would be proactive in December.” Zajac confided to us that a private email
with Julie Way revealed the staff plan to
send monkeys in three-piece suits back
from the tropical jungle as stand-ins. If
students are only going to take their
careers seriously for one week out of
the year, then “this is what they get,”
explained Zajac.
If students desperately require help in
the meanwhile, they are welcome to
contact any member of Overachiev-

see Overcaffeinated on back

Ah, Fall. The crisp air and lovely colors, the
smells of cider and chili, the screams...

Pic o’ the Day

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

How many times have I locked out the players?
Let’s count! One. Two. Three. Three lockouts, AH AH AH!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

ing Narcissistic Engineers of the UP
(ONEUP). The club is made up entirely
of students with GPAs over 3.9, at least
three past internships, a minimum of
four e-board positions in other orgs,
and no fewer than six interviews resulting from the last career spectacular.
“We urge caution in contacting ONEUP,
however,” noted student activities guru
Rachel Wussow. The organization has
been known to sabotage resumes they
are supposed to be improving.
A more viable option would be to
grab a head lamp, some steel toed
boots, and a shotgun, then carefully
venture into the abandoned, wildwest dustbowl that once was the Career Center. Rumor has it that there are
secret treasures of career tips, resume
hints, and sample interview questions
-- all you have to do is go find them.
Good luck all, and godspeed.
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What? Pep Band Athletics?
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

The Pep Band held its annual Bones vs. Rumpets football game on Sunday
night. The Bones were captained by their fearless leader, Ian “Crazy Redhead” Smith while the Rumpets were led by the interminable Jackie Harms.
The Rumpets chickened out, declining to allow tackling. They knew that
their only chance for victory was playing two-hand touch, so as to not
get ouchies. Unfortunately, this proved to be the Bones’ downfall, as
the Rumpets bitched their way to a 26-6 victory (insert replacement ref
complaint here).
Luke Sebentsfeldt led the way for the Bones, running for most of their yards
and throwing all of their completions. Cameron Long was their leading
receiver, with six catches. Neil Wisniewski also caught two passes for
crucial first downs.
The final score was due more to the inability of the Bones to defend against
long pass plays than the Rumpets’ skill at executing them. To their credit,
the Rumpets’ defense played well, with multiple sacks and interceptions.
Hey, remember 2008 when the Bones won, 43-7?

Standard Sudoku

from Overcaffeinated on front

Spirit Cups Lead to Medical Disaster
By Alex Slepak ~ Guest Writer

The Portage Health Campus Clinic saw an increase in diabetes diagnoses this week as Michigan Tech began distributing its homecoming “spirit cups.” The cups,
which bear the homecoming schedule and were handed to anyone passing by the Memorial Union Building, guarantee the bearer free refills of sodas at the
Campus Cafe and Keweenaw Commons throughout the week.
“The increase in sugar consumption among students this week has had disastrous consequences,” stated a press release from the Portage Health Campus
Clinic. “It’s quite shocking how fast these students can develop type 2 diabetes, which normally takes decades of poor lifestyle choices.” Students come in
complaining of vomiting, frequent urination and, in some cases, fainting.
Type 2 diabetes is characterized by the body’s resistance to the effects of the hormone insulin. This decrease leads to a loss of energy, destruction of blood
vessels, kidney disease, and changes in eye shape that lead to blurred vision. In some cases, certain combinations of symptoms can lead to foot and lower-leg
problems that can require amputation.
Despite knowing the risks this disease presents, many students continued to drink anyway. “It’s free, and it tastes good. Why wouldn’t I take advantage of it?”
As it turns out, students aren’t the only happy ones.
“It’s really good for my 8 AM class,” a number of professors were heard to say. The number of caffeinated options in the soda fountains leads to more alert
students in the early hours of the day.
The benefits even rise up to the administrative level. “What we make in tuition from these students who drop out far outweighs the cost of the soda,” said a
university official, who wished to remain anonymous. “Students always wonder how we can afford it, and there it is. As these students drop out to deal with
their medical conditions on week 6, we only have to refund 40 percent of their tuition. If they don’t drop out until the following week, week 7, we don’t
refund it, even though half of the semester is left.” As the number of students decreases, the number of necessary employees decreases, and the university
can pocket the savings.
Some may also remember last year, when Dining Services ran out of Mountain Dew, a heavily caffeinated drink that is popular with students. The supply ran out
halfway through the week, and the university, rather than buying more, just let the fountains stay dry.

